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ABSTRACT: Interest in the boron nitride nanotube (BNNT)
composites has grown exponentially because of BNNTs’ unique
properties. The vast majority of papers have used a BNNT material
without identifying its purity. Impurities are known to misrepre-
sent the BNNT concentration effect on performance properties
and can have their own property effect on performance. A recent
paper reported a major improvement in a biological application
after purification. This demonstrates the need for a discussion of
the optimum procedures to detect each impurity and quantify its
degree of removal after a purification process. Here we evaluate the
ability of thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA), Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR), X-ray diffraction, and nonresonant Raman to detect BNNT’s boron, boron oxide, and varying forms of boron nitride
impurities. We discover that unstacked boron nitride impurities are present and detected in BNNT using nonresonant Raman.
Stacked crystalline hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) is separately detected using X-ray diffraction. We show that, in contrast to
aggressive high temperature purification methods that attack the boron nitride tubes, a low temperature hydrocarbon purification
procedure removes both unstacked boron nitride impurities as well as stacked h-BN. We demonstrated the ability of nonresonant
Raman spectra to detect and quantify the degree of removal of both forms of unstacked and stacked boron nitride impurities, of the
ability of TGA to detect and quantitively verify the absence of boron, and of FTIR techniques to detect and quantitavely verify the
degree of removal of boron oxide.

■ INTRODUCTION

Interest in boron nitride nanotubes (BNNTs) has grown
exponentially over the past two decades because of BNNTs’
unique mechanical and thermal performance properties.1−4

BNNT has exceptional strength and a Young’s modulus near
1.3 TPa and is thermally stable in air up to 850 °C. BNNTs
also have a high thermal conductivity greater than copper yet,
unlike most high thermal conductivity materials, the BNNT is
an electrical insulator.5 Thus, they are potentially an important
material for thermal management in electronic devices. Until
recently, researchers have used BNNT materials without
identifying its purity.6−11 Impurities are known to affect a
material’s performance properties. Impurities misrepresent the
BNNT concentration effect on performance, and each
impurity can have its own property effects on performance.
Recently a 2020 paper reported purification of BNNT resulted
in exceptional improvement in a biological application.12 This
demonstrates the need for highly sensitive impurity detection
measurement methods and measurement procedures that
assess quantitatively the degree of impurity removal after a
purification process.
The three impurities known to be produced during the

synthesis of BNNTs, whether fabricated during low temper-
ature synthesis methods (below 2000 °C) or by the high

temperature pressure synthesis method (HTP) are boron,
boron oxide, and the various forms of boron nitride
impurities.5,13 These impurities hinder as a function of their
concentration the ability of BNNTs to enhance performance
properties. Several research groups are aware of character-
ization techniques to assess the purity of BNNTs.13−20 A few
papers focus on procedures for the removal of impurities.13−20

Most of these papers describe aggressive high temperature
and/or strong chemical methods which damage the tubes and
are unable to remove all of the impurities. These papers are
significant contributions toward purification of BNNT. The
most recent paper uses a high temperature innovative chemical
procedure to remove impurities.20 It has a full discussion of
impurity detection techniques including 11B NMR and a range
of spectroscopy and microscopy methods. Yet these high
temperature and/or strong chemical methods attack the tubes
as well as the impurities. And after purification some boron
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impurities remain. Most important there is an absence of
detection procedures which quantify the degree to which each
of the three known impurities in BNNT have been removed.
This paper characterizes in detail the ability of five

instrumental methods to detect the presence of each of the
impurities in a BNNT material and to evaluate the degree of
removal of each impurity after a purification process. Given the
potential importance of BNNT in so many applications,
detecting the impurity and the degree to which a purification
process removes that impurity is essential for a valid
interpretation of the enhancement of a desired property by
that BNNT material. Here three different BNNT materials
fabricated at different times over the past four years during the
development of improved HTP procedures to optimize
production and produce tubes of increasing purity are
examined. Using five spectroscopic techniques, the ability of
the technique to detect each impurity and verify its degree of
removal is discussed and evaluated. We demonstrate how TGA
can detect boron impurities by comparing the weight changes
as boron oxidizes at specific temperatures compared to pure
BNNT. We discuss how the positions and line shape of an X-
ray spectrum can be used to assess the presence of h-BN and
determine the extent of its removal. We explore the ability of
boron NMR to detect BNNT impurities. We examine the
ability of FTIR to detect the presence and degree of the
removal of boron oxide and evaluate the ability of peak height
and area to detect the presence of h-BN. For the first time, we
demonstrate the ability of the nonresonant Raman spectra to
detect the presence of both unstacked boron nitride impurities
as well as stacked h-BN boron nitride and their degree of
removal after a purification procedure. This paper uses these
five techniques to assess the impurity content of three BNNT
materials after four degrees of purification: (a) as-produced
BNNT, BNNT that does not undergo any type of purification,
and therefore contains a large percent of impurities, (b) as-
received BNNT, BNNT material that underwent a purification
process for the removal of boron and boron oxide at BNNT
LLC, (c) BNNT oxidized and washed, as-produced BNNT
that underwent purification in our William & Mary laboratory
for removal of boron and boron oxide, and (d) heptane
purified BNNT, BNNT that underwent our recently reported
heptane purification method for removal of h-BN impurities.12

Each spectroscopic and thermal technique’s ability to detect
and quantify the degree of an impurity’s removal at each
purification state is evaluated.

■ MATERIALS

As a known form of a boron nitride impurity, reagent grade h-
BN was used and purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Reagent
grade boron oxide and boron, the other two known impurities,
were also purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.
Three different BNNT materials produced at BNNT LLC

(Newport News, VA, U.S.A.) using the high temperature and
pressure (HTP) method are examined. They are labeled
BNNT 1, BNNT 2, and BNNT 3. They were produced during
the period 2015 to 2019 at BNNT LLC. The difference among
the three batches is in the boron target heating technology and
the chamber pressure conditions. This information is under a
nondisclosure agreement, and this is what we can reveal about
the batches.

■ PURIFICATION PROCEDURES

The boron in as-received BNNT was oxidized in an oven in air
at 550 °C for 3 h. Then the BNNT containing the now
oxidized boron, plus the existing boron oxide in the as-received
BNNT, was inserted into a glass tube. The front half of the
glass tube which contained the BNNT was heated to 120 to
130 °C. Steam was then continuously passed through the tube.
The water which condensed at the tube end was collected
periodically and dried to detect boron oxide. When boron
oxide crystals were no longer present after evaporation of the
water, the flow of steam was stopped. Then the steam washed
BNNT to remove the oxidized boron, and the existing boron
oxide impurities were removed.
Boron nitride impurities were removed using our previously

described moderate temperature high yield hydrocarbon
solvent processing method. It involves placing the BNNT in
a high-pressure glass tube filled with heptane and heating at 90
°C for 3−5 h to detach the boron nitride impurities from the
BNNT.5

■ CHARACTERIZATION METHODS

Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA). TGA was used to
detect and verify the absence of boron in the BNNT materials.
By heating the BNNT samples at 550 °C in air using a TA
Q500 instrument, the boron impurities were oxidized to boron
oxide and the BNNT gained weight.

X-ray Diffraction (XRD). XRD analysis was performed
using a Bruker APEX DUO diffractometer equipped with an
APEX II CCD Detector and a microfocus copper Kα source
(wavelength λ = 1.54 Å). The samples were prepared by
compressing 20 mg of BNNT material in discs with a diameter
of 3 mm. To address possible inhomogeneity in the BNNT
samples, different locations on the BNNT disc were measured.

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR). FTIR
measurements were made using a Shimadzu IRTracer-100
FTIR spectrophotometer with a reflection ATR accessory on
the as-received BNNT, the heptane-purified BNNT, and the h-
BN. An average of 32 runs with a resolution of 4 cm−1 was
used.

Raman Spectroscopy. Raman data was collected using a
Renishaw inVia dispersive Raman spectrometer using 514 nm
with an excitation power of 40 mW and a 100× objective with
a 0.90 NA. The samples for the as-received BNNT and purified
BNNT were prepared by compressing the materials into 3 mm
diameter discs for higher density and a better Raman signal.
The Raman spectrum had a broad background over the range
of 500−7000 cm−1 due to fluorescence. This background was
removed using a second-order polynomial fit.

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR). MAS NMR
experiments of the BNNT 11B-containing impurity compounds
were performed on a 750 MHz (11B frequency of 240.73
MHz) wide bore (Bruker, Billerica, MA) spectrometer using a
Bruker BL3.2 HX 3.2 mm MAS probe tuned to 1H 11B.
Spinning was regulated at 8.0 kHz ± 5 Hz using a Bruker MAS
II pneumatic MAS controller. These experiments employed
quadra polar echoes of 0.5 ms.
Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) was used to assess its

ability to detect the impurities in BNNT. A temperature ramp
at 10 °C/min in air up to 1000 °C on boron, boron oxide, and
h-BN (Sigma-Aldrich materials) was conducted to identify the
oxidation temperature of these three known impurities created
during the HTP fabrication method. The TGA figures display
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the percentage weight change during a 10 °C/min ramp in air
to 1000 °C.
Figure 1 compares the percentage weight change of BNNT

heptane purified (purple curve) with respect to boron (red

curve), boron oxide (yellow curve), and h-BN (blue curve).
The spectrum shows that boron experiences oxidation
beginning around 300 °C and oxidizes more rapidly as 400
°C is approached. The rate of weight change then decreases as
the temperature approaches 600 °C. Boron oxide is shown to
be stable over the entire temperature range. The h-BN begins
to oxidize around 825−850 °C. The BNNT 2 heptane was
stable up to a slightly higher temperature near 850−900 °C but
then oxidizes more rapidly than h-BN. Although the boron
appeared to oxidize at around 300 °C in Figure 1, other
experiments have shown that BNNT’s boron impurities oxidize
around 200 °C. This might be explained by the nanoscale
particle size nature of the boron impurities21 formed during the
HTP synthesis method which are expected to be more reactive
than the Aldrich h-BN material.
Figure 2 displays the percentage weight change for the most

recently fabricated as-produced BNNT 3 material. Also
displayed are BNNT 3 after oxidation at 550 °C for 3 h in
air to oxidize boron and then washing to remove all boron
oxide and BNNT 3 after having had boron nitride impurity
removed by treatment with heptane under pressure at 90 °C
for 3−5 h. Both the BNNT 3 as-produced and boron−boron
oxide purified samples show that BNNT is highly hydroscopic,
picking up several percent water. The heptane purified BNNT
shows no water loss as it had been previously run on the TGA
to make certain the heptane was completely removed. As
shown in Figure 2, there is an increase in the percentage weight
gain at 200 °C and again as the temperature approached 400
°C. Based on Figure 1, these weight gain results demonstrate
that boron exists in as-produced BNNT.
Figure 1 and Figure 2 indicate that the boron impurity

undergoes a complex oxidation process. As has been previously
reported in a study of the kinetics of boron oxidation,22 the
boron particles become coated with an oxide layer, which
decreases the rate of oxidation up to temperatures approaching
the temperature where h-BN and BNNT also decompose.

Figure 2 showed that oxidized and washed BNNT 3 material,
aside from moisture removal, shows no weight change until
temperatures where both h-BN and BNNT begin to oxidize.
Similarly, the heptane purified BNNT 3 material showed no
weight loss until the purified boron nitride tubes begin to
decompose.
Figure 1 and Figure 2 clearly demonstrates that a TGA

analysis of percentage weight gain can be used to detect the
presence of boron and that the absence of a change in weight
during a temperature ramp indicates its removal. To quantify
the degree of removal when a TGA ramp shows no detectable
change in weight, we assume a 10 mg sample, a detection noise
limit of 0.01 mg, and an instrument sensitivity of 0.001 mg,
along with the fact that the weight will continue to rise due to
oxidation as in Figures 1 and 2. Thus, no detectable change in
weight verifies that 99.9% of the boron was removed during
purification and the boron content in the sample is less than
0.01 mg.
Figure 3 focuses on the high temperature stability of the

three different batches of BNNT 1, 2, and 3 produced over
four years after boron and boron oxide removal compared to
these three materials after heptane purification to remove
boron nitride impurities. The results showed both BNNT 1
and BNNT 2 materials are stable up to 900 °C. Oxidized and
washed BNNT 3 started to decompose near 800 °C. Purified
BNNT 3 heptane started to decompose near 850 °C. Boron
nitride impurity defects would oxidize more easily which could
account for the weight change at a lower temperature and
provide evidence that purification removed these impurities.
Similarly, differences between BNNT 1, 2, and 3 in their tubes’
crystalline structure and the number of crystal defects which
act as weak sites could explain the onset of oxidation at slightly
different temperatures.
The similar onset of weight change in two BNNT 1 and two

BNNT 2 materials before and after heptane purification in
Figure 3 suggests that in these materials their boron nitride
impurities and BNNT oxidize at the same temperature. These
BNNT results indicate that high temperature removal of boron
nitride impurities can also destroy the boron nitride tubes. In
summary, Figures 1−3 demonstrate that a TGA ramp detects
the presence of boron in BNNT and that the absence of weight

Figure 1. Thermal gravimetric analysis spectra of heptane purified
BNNT and different impurities for a baseline comparison.

Figure 2. TGA spectra of BNNT 3 samples at different purification
stages.
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change demonstrates that the purification process has removed
99.9% of the boron.
The X-ray Dif f raction spectra before and after heptane

purification are shown in Figure 4A,B, respectively. In an
earlier report on development of the heptane purification
method, the X-ray diffraction peak in BNNT 1 at 26.69° with a
shoulder peak at 26.69° was shown to detect stacked crystalline
h-BN.5 What is different from BNNT 1 is that BNNT
materials 2 and 3 do not display BNNT 1’s h-BN shoulder
peak at 26.69°. This indicates that BNNT 2 and BNNT 3 do
not contain h-BN. After heptane purification of BNNT 1
where it was shown 99% of the h-BN was removed,12 only a
BNNT peak at 25.42° was observed.23,24 The BNNT 1 X-ray
peak values in Table 1 can be compared with the as-received
peaks of BNNT 2 at 25.58°, BNNT 3 at 25.76°, and their
heptane purified peaks at 25.60° and 25.76°, respectively. Each
batch of BNNT made at various times will have its own
characteristic tube diameters resulting from the multiwalled
structures created by the HTP fabrication conditions. As a
result, each BNNT material will have slightly different X-ray
diffraction peak positions and full width at half-maximum
(fwhm) values reflecting that HTP process’s creation of the
tube structure and crystal heterogeneity. The fwhm values of
BNNT 2 and BNNT 3 change very little to not at all after
heptane purification in contrast to the BNNT 1 material with
h-BN. The significant change in BNNT 1’s fwhm value after h-
BN’s removal is expected as the h-BN shoulder peak overlaps
the BNNT peak. This makes the as-received BNNT 1 peak’s
shape broader and asymmetric as it contains h-BN. This is in
contrast with both BNNT 2 and BNNT 3 before heptane
purification where the BNNT peak’s shape is symmetric. This
further supports the observation that there is little to no h-BN
in BNNT 2 and in BNNT 3. In summary, X-ray spectra can
detect stacked h-BN boron nitride impurities, and as previously
discussed the absence of that shoulder peak after purification
indicates 99% of the h-BN was removed.
Raman spectroscopy has been used for the characterization of

BNNTs in the literature for many years.25 A thorough study
has shown that BNNTs show a peak at ≈1,370 cm−1 when
studied using resonant Raman spectroscopy, carried out at λ =

229 nm.25 In nonresonant Raman spectroscopy, BNNTs did
not show any characteristic peaks in this spectral region. In
contrast, h-BN in nonresonant Raman spectroscopy does show
a pronounced peak at 1364.6 cm−1.5,25 Consequently,
nonresonant Raman spectroscopy is a powerful technique to
detect the presence of h-BN in BNNT. In our experiments, we
used nonresonant Raman spectroscopy with an excitation
wavelength of λ = 514 nm.
Figure 5 shows the nonresonant Raman spectral spectrum

for each of the three BNNT materials before heptane
purification along with the Raman spectrum for h-BN. All
three BNNT materials show slightly different peak positions

Figure 3. TGA spectra zoom in from 700 °C−1000 °C to show the
difference in the starting oxidation temperatures between different
BNNT materials.

Figure 4. (A) X-ray diffraction of BNNT 1, BNNT 2, and BNNT 3
before heptane purification. (B) X-ray diffraction of BNNT 1, BNNT
2, and BNNT 3 after heptane purification.

Table 1. X-ray Diffraction Peak Positions and Full Width at
Half-Maximum of Different BNNT Materials

sample ID peak peak position [deg]
fwhm
[deg]

as-received BNNT 1 h-BN 26.66 0.80
main 25.40 2.42

heptane purification BNNT 1 main 25.33 1.96
BNNT 2 main 25.58 1.85
BNNT 2 heptane main 25.60 1.95
BNNT 3 main 25.78 2.67
BNNT 3 heptane main 25.76 2.36
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and a broader peak shape relative to h-BN. As shown and
previously discussed, these spectra are similar to the location of
the Raman peak observed for h-BN.12,25 What is surprising
here is that BNNT 2 and BNNT 3 have a nonresonant Raman
peak similar to BNNT 1 in spite of the fact that these two
BNNT materials do not have h-BN as demonstrated by the
absence of an h-BN shoulder peak in their X-ray spectra.
Figure 6 shows an overlay of the spectral shift of the three

BNNT materials after heptane purification. The peak is absent,

indicating there is no h-BN, but as the X-ray results show there
was no detectable h-BN in these two BNNT materials resulting
from the HTP fabrication process at that time. Hence, the
nonresonant Raman peaks in BNNT 2 and BNNT 3 are
detecting boron nitride impurities, which we characterize as
unstacked in contrast to the stacked crystalline h-BN.
Particularly important is the absence of this peak in heptane
purified BNNT 2 and BNNT 3. This verifies removal of these
unstacked boron nitride impurities using the heptane
purification procedure. Further based on the BNNT 2 and
BNNT 3 unstacked boron nitride impurity spectra, the broad
shape of the as-received BNNT 1 Raman peak in Figure 5
indicates that BNNT 1 contains unstacked boron nitride
impurities in addition to crystalline h-BN.
To establish the degree of removal of the boron nitride

impurities when the peak is absent, the nonresonant Raman

peak for each BNNT material in Figure 5 was fit to a
Lorentzian and then subtracted from the Raman spectra to
obtain the noise level. Using the ratio of the peak height to the
noise level detection limit shows the degree of removal ranges
from 98% in BNNT 1 and 95% in BNNT 3 to 80% in BNNT
2. See the Supporting Information, degree of removal of boron
nitride impurities.
Figure 7 displays the Raman spectrum for a sample of

BNNT 3 after it was heated at 850 °C for 180 min. The results

show that the creation of this peak at ≈1,370 cm−1 after
heating at 850 °C strongly indicates the tubes decomposed to
boron nitride impurities. The similarity of the shape of the
peak to the h-BN peak suggests primarily stacked h-BN boron
nitride impurities were formed. A major impurity created
during high temperature oxidation of BNNT is boron oxide. As
such, we verified that boron oxide does not have a nonresonant
Raman peak in the range of Figure 7. This result further
supports use of nonresonant Raman to detect both stacked
boron nitride impurities and unstacked nonboron nitride
impurities. It also supports earlier TGA results indicating that
high temperature methods to remove boron nitride impurities
are destroying BNNT tubes and adding to the amount of h-BN
boron nitride impurities.13

In summary, for the first time unstacked boron nitride
impurities have been identified in BNNT. It has been shown
that nonresonance Raman spectroscopy is able to detect the
presence of stacked crystalline h-BN and to detect unstacked
boron nitride impurities. Equally important, between the X-ray
and Raman spectra, the type of boron nitride impurity present
is identified. Most important, the absence of the Raman peak
indicates removal of not only stacked crystalline h-BN as
previously shown5 but also unstacked h-BN impurities and that
nonresonant Raman is able to quantitatively verify boron
nitride removal due to a purification.
Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), like TGA, X-

ray, NMR, and nonresonant Raman spectroscopy, was used as
an analytical tool to detect two of BNNT’s impurities, boron
oxide and h-BN. Figures 8 and 9 are an expansion of the FTIR
spectra. Figure 8 displays the high frequency side, and Figure 9
displays the low frequency portion of the FTIR spectra; first we
focus on detecting boron oxide. Figures 8 and 9 display boron
oxide’s three clearly identifiable peaks at 3203 cm−1, 1355
cm−1, and 696 cm−1. The last two peaks are obscured

Figure 5. Nonresonant Raman spectra of as-received BNNTs overlaid
with h-BN. The as-received BNNTs showed much broader Raman
peaks near the h-BN Raman peak at 1365 cm−1.

Figure 6. Nonresonant Raman spectra of purified BNNT heptane
overlaid with h-BN.

Figure 7. Nonresonant Raman spectrum for BNNT 3 heptane
purified before and after the 850° TGA isotherm and the h-BN
Raman peak.
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underneath the two strong peaks for h-BN and BNNT at 1317
and 783 cm−1 in Figure 9. Figure 8 focuses on the isolated
boron oxide peak at 3203 cm−1. This peak’s height reflects the
variation in the amount of boron oxide after differing levels of
purification. To address the amount of boron oxide, the spectra
were normalized to make the 1317 cm−1 peak heights equal.
Figure 8 shows that the as-produced BNNT 3 did contain a
significant amount of boron oxide and that it was removed
during the boron oxidation and steam wash purification
process at William & Mary. Figure 8 also shows the presence of
boron oxide in as-produced BNNT 1 as well as its removal in
heptane purified BNNT 1. And Figure 8, based on the
normalized FTIR spectra, shows the presence of a much
smaller amount of boron oxide in as-received BNNT 2 and its
removal in heptane purified BNNT 2. These results
demonstrate the use of FTIR to detect the presence of
boron oxide and to verify the removal of boron oxide
impurities. They also suggest that removal of residual boron
oxide impurities occurs during heptane purification.
To establish the degree of removal of the boron oxide

impurities when the FTIR 3203 cm−1 peak is absent, the FTIR
peaks for as-produced BNNT 1 and BNNT 3 were fit to a
Lorentzian and then subtracted from the FTIR 3203 cm−1

spectrum to obtain the noise level. Using the ratio of the peak

height to the noise level as a measure of the detection limit
leads to degrees of boron oxide removal of 98% in BNNT 1
and 99% in BNNT 3. See Supporting Information, degree of
removal of boron oxide.
The spectra were normalized to create identical peak heights

at 1317 cm−1.
Figure 9 focuses on h-BN’s and BNNT’s two peaks before

and after heptane purification. These two peaks are attributed
to out of plane buckling near 1317 cm−1 and in-plane optical
phonon modes near 783 cm−1. The expansion of this region
displays the effect of an appreciable concentration of boron
oxide on the BNNT peaks in the as-produced BNNT 3. The
large change in shape of the BNNT 783 cm−1 peak reinforces
the effect of the high concentration of boron oxide in as-
produced BNNT 3 relative to as-produced BNNT 1 and in as-
received BNNT 2. A narrowing of the width of these FTIR
peaks in purified BNNT 3 versus as-produced BNNT 3 and to
a lesser extent for BNNT 1 and BNNT 2 after heptane
purification are an indication of boron nitride impurity removal
during heptane purification.
Previous work has proposed and explored a peak height ratio

method utilizing the FTIR spectra of these h-BN and BNNT
peaks to detect the presence of h-BN impurities in a BNNT
material and to quantify h-BN’s concentration.5,26 This earlier
work proposed that the ratio of the 783 cm−1 to 1317 cm−1

peak in h-BN was close to 1 and that h-BN removal from
BNNT samples would result in a decrease in this ratio. It was
also proposed that such a decrease could be used to quantify h-
BN removal. This idea was explored here on BNNT 1 which
contains h-BN and on BNNT 2 and BNNT 3 which contain
unstacked boron nitride impurities. No correlation was found
between the degree of h-BN removal or unstacked boron
nitride impurities and a decrease in the ratio of the 783 cm−1

peak height to the 1317 cm−1 peak height. This is in agreement
with another recent publication.20 Using a peak area ratio
method, however, showed a decrease in the ratio with
purification. See Supporting Information, peak area ratio
method.
It is well documented through theoretical predictions of the

FTIR peak positions of these two modes of vibration that they
vary depending on the tube diameter and the number of
concentric tubes in the multiple walled tube sample. This is
caused by these two variations in the tube structure affecting
the inter- and the intratube boron nitride bond strengths.27,28

These predictions imply that the FTIR spectra of samples will
differ as the number of concentric tubes and tube diameters
vary in a BNNT material. Most BNNT samples contain a mix
of different tube diameters and multiwalled tubes. Thus, these
two peaks in the FTIR spectra for most BNNT samples will be
wider reflecting the varying covalent boron nitride bond
strengths due to the differing tube structures. This fact is
supported by the literature concerning the FTIR spectrum of a
multiwalled BNNT material, where the 1300 cm−1 peak is a
bimodal combination of two broad absorption peaks.26 Thus,
we believe this method of quantifying h-BN concentration
through a change in peak height ratios only works well in a
BNNT sample of single-walled, uniform diameter tubes. Hence
most as-produced BNNT material has its unique FTIR
spectrum that reflects the varying bond strengths in the
BNNT material resulting from that BNNT material’s tube
structure created during the HTP synthesis process. This
makes FTIR quantitative determination of h-BN impurity

Figure 8. FTIR spectra zoom in from 2800 to 3600 cm−1 of BNNT
materials at different purification stages.

Figure 9. FTIR spectra zoom in from 500 to 1700 cm−1 of different
BNNT materials at different purification stages.
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presence and removal very complex and not universal in
application as it is tied to that particular BNNT’s structure.
Clearly, FTIR is able to detect boron oxide, determine the

relative amount of boron oxide present from the normalized
FTIR spectra, and verify up to 97% of the boron oxide was
removed during purification. Use of changes in the ratio of the
areas of BNNT’s two major FTIR peaks provides insight into
changes in boron nitride impurity content but is dependent on
the BNNT material’s tube structure.

■ DISCUSSION

In an examination of three different BNNT materials fabricated
over four years, four spectroscopy techniques and a thermal
technique are shown to successfully detect the presence and
the removal of the major impurities in as-produced BNNT,
boron, boron oxide, and boron nitride. The most powerful
technique for detecting and quantitatively verifying boron
nitride impurity removal after purification was nonresonant
Raman spectroscopy. For the first time the unstacked forms of
boron nitride impurities in BNNT were detected as well as
crystalline h-BN. For the first time removal of these unstacked
boron impurities using low temperature heptane processing
has been demonstrated. Particularly important, nonresonant
Raman spectra in the range of 1361 cm−1 are shown to display
a peak when either or both h-BN and noncrystalline boron
nitride impurities are present. The peak disappears when both
h-BN and unstacked boron nitride impurities have been
removed. The peak height to noise level was used to verify that
over 90% of the boron nitride impurities have been removed
during a heptane purification process. Here nonresonant
Raman spectroscopy was shown to be a unique, powerful
technique for assessing the presence of both unstacked and
stacked h-BN impurities in BNNT and to quantitatively verify
their removal.
We also explored the ability of boron NMR to detect

impurities in BNNT. We found as previously shown that 11B
solid-state NMR with magic angle spinning (MAS) is able to
detect the presence of boron, boron oxide, and h-BN.20,24 In
particular, the NMR spectra of h-BN are similar to those of
BNNT. Thus, as it is the case for FTIR, this impairs the ability
to assess the relative content of h-BN and BNNT in our
samples. As a result, we did not pursue further the use of this
method to quantify impurity removal.

■ CONCLUSIONS

It was demonstrated that TGA data during a temperature ramp
detects boron impurity by a distinct weight gain as the
temperature increases beyond 200 °C. A pure BNNT sample
shows no change in weight up to 850−900 °C. Based on the
0.001 mg sensitivity of the TGA instrument, a noise level
below 0.01 mg, a TGA temperature ramp can verify 99.9% of
the boron was removed during an oxidation and steam
purification process. The BNNT’s FTIR spectrum has a sharp
peak at 3203 cm−1 when boron oxide is present, a second peak
at 696 cm−1, and a broadening of the BNNT peaks due to
boron oxide’s third peak at 1355 cm−1. The absence of these
peaks indicates that boron oxide is absent. The height of boron
oxide’s 3203 cm−1 FTIR peak relative to the noise level can be
used to verify that up to 99% of the boron oxide was removed
during steam purification. The presence of stacked h-BN boron
nitride impurities is detected by a peak in the X-ray spectra at

26.69°, and the absence of that peak after heptane purification
verifies that 99% of the h-BN was removed.
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